How Do I Find the Citation Elements for a Web Page?

How do I cite a Web page?

Look for the following elements:

- **TITLE of the ARTICLE.**
- **TITLE of the WEB SITE.**
- **AUTHOR** (do not use generalized name like “Staff Authors.” An author can be a person or an organization.
- **DATE** published or most recent update.
- **PUBLISHER or SPONSOR.**

**TITLE of WEB SITE**

Tip: Usually upper left corner (to verify, cut the URL to the “First Single Slash”)

**TITLE of ARTICLE**

Tip: sentence style

**AUTHOR**

Tip: make sure your author passes the credibility test

**DATE**

Tip: top or bottom of article - use MOST recent
NO DATE = NO DO

**PUBLISHER or SPONSOR**

Tip: Usually located after the ©
(EXAMPLE: © Condé Nast) - sometimes this is the same name as the web site name
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Wired.com © Condé Nast. All rights reserved ...